
Do you think these jobs are real or fake 
(made up)?



Professional Sleeper

You can be paid to snooze all day…

.



Professional Sleeper

A Finnish hotel employs a full-time 
Professional Sleeper. 

He or she sleeps in a different room 
each night and critiques the comfort 
of beds to improve the guests' 
experience.

NASA posts ads for Professional Sleeper jobs, 
too. As the space agency preps for travel to 
Mars, it studied the effects on the human 
body of lying still for a long time.
.

https://www.nasa.gov/analogs/envihab


Panda Cuddler

Being paid to cuddle and snuggle the pandas.



9. Panda Cuddler

At the China Giant Panda Protection and Research 
Centre in Ya’an, Sichuan Province, a Panda 
Cuddler can earn 200,000 yuan (£22,900) per year.

http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/china/2014-05/12/content_17500239.htm


Teddy-Bear 
Repair 
Technician

Can you be paid to spend the day fixing old 
teddy bears?! 



Teddy-Bear 
Repair 
Technician

Teddy specialists Build-A-Bear hire soft-toy 
surgeons to sew limbs and eyes back onto 
injured teddies. So, if your bear gets in a 
scrape, rush him to your nearest high-
street BAB A&E. Depending where you are 
based and who you work for, you can earn 
between £30,000 and £40,000 per year.



Pencil Sniffer

Would you like to spend 
the day sniffing pencils?



Pencil Sniffer

There is no record of 
someone being 
employed to smell 
pencils!



Pro Queuer
Get paid to stand in a 
queue waiting for a shop 
to open.



Pro Queuer
The joke is always that 
people from Britain 
know how to queue.

But some take it to 
professional level. Like 
the people who stand in 
line for stores on 
occasions such as Apple 
releases and Black 
Friday. They earn around 
£100 a day for their 



Professional Mourner

Can you be paid to attend and 
cry at someone's funeral?



A known profession in China, as 
well as some African and Middle 
Eastern countries, this job now 
exists in the UK. Earning £45 per 
hour, they attend funerals to 
increase numbers and weep on 
demand.

Professional Mourner



Golf Ball Diver

Can you be paid to dive 
into lakes to collect up 
lost gold balls?!



Golf Ball Diver

Golfers spend more time 
retrieving balls than 
hitting them. For those 
out-of-reach ones in 
water hazards, courses 
employ Golf-Ball Divers.

They earn around £150 
a day and the Florida 
divers have more than 
bad shots to contend 



Professional Car Watcher
Can you be paid to stand and watch cars?



Professional Car Watcher
• For $10 US (about £7.50), Costa Rican Cuidacarros watch 

your car – and make sure it stays where you parked it. It's 
a small price for peace of mind, especially in areas where 
theft and vandalism are common.



Cloud Shaper

Get paid to look at clouds all day 
and identify any interesting 
shapes…



Cloud Shaper

What a chilled job , but 
unfortunately it does not 
exist….yet!



Dog Food Taster

Are people REALLY paid to try 
different types of dog food?



Dog Food Taster

The dog food tester’s job is to taste 
new dog food products, including 
bones, tinned meat, and biscuits. 

They do this to test for flavour and 
texture in comparison to rival dog 
food brands and human food. 



Future Career Friday!

• Of all these jobs which one would you do and why?

• Panda Cuddler has got to be favourite!



Future Career Friday!

Thank you to everyone who suggested themes for Future Career 
Friday!

• We will look at some of these areas over the next few weeks.

• You can also research your career area ideas on National Careers 
Service website.

• https://nationalcareers.service.gov.uk/explore-careers

• Jus type in the career area and explore ….

https://nationalcareers.service.gov.uk/explore-careers

